Statement of Interest – Short CV regarding
Call for Applicants for the Position of Volunteer Review Team Member,
“whois policy”.
Name:
Citizenship:
Perm. Residence:
Date of Birth:

Wilfried Wöber
Austria, Europe
Vienna, Austria
June 10, 1951

Education and Professional activities:
After finishing primaray and secondary school in Vienna, obtained right for studying at
university level (Reifeprüfung) and completed (voluntarily extended) military service
with the Austrian Federal Armed Forces. Afterwards commenced studying at Technical
University Vienna, Electrical Engineering and Industrial Electronics (no formal degree
earned).
Wilfried started his involvement with the IT industry in 1974 when becoming employed
by Technical University Vienna as a software engineer, Computer Center, department for
real-time data acquisition and analysis, serving the Physics branch.
After taking on different responsibilities in the Computer Center (SysAdmin, Manager of
Staff-Education,…) he became a member of the network-group set up to eventually
establish the Austrian National Research and Education Network, "ACOnet". This group
was later relocated to Vienna University, which in 1996 also established the "Vienna
Internet eXchange" (VIX).
During the timeframe while being responsible for system administration (PDP-11/RSX
and VAX/VMS), Wilfried became active (both on a national, regional as well as
European level) in DECUS (Digital Equipment Computer Users Society).
After coordinating connectivity of the national research community to EARN and
BITNET and to HEPnet (the high-energy physics network), he became involved with the
emerging, IP-based, Internet. In the late 1980s and early 1990s he was coordinating the
Operations Team of "Ebone" and later (in 2002) he became leader of WP3 (WP3: Basic
Network Services) in a large-scale project, "6NET", to prove the relative maturity and
applicability of IPv6 for the next generation of the Internet (and to find out about the
open issues).
Wilfried is a long-term co-chair of RIPE’s Registry-Database Working-Group (DB-WG),
was a member of the initial Executive Board of the RIPE NCC and is a member of the
Set of Arbiters to support the RIPE NCC Conflict Arbitration Procedure. Other activities
involve participation in Government Round-Table, GAC, and LAW-Enforcement
Collaboration meetings; and in the DB-WG'S Data Protection Task-Force.

Wilfried is a member of the Address Council since the establishment of the Supporting
Organisations for ICANN, initially as a community-elected member and (after the
modification of the MoU) then as appointed by the RIPE NCC’s Executive Board.
Within the Austrian NREN environment, Wilfried is a member of ACOnet's operational
security team "ACOnet-CERT" and was involved in the establishment of and serves on
the Advisory Council for the Austrian National (and government) CERT "CERT.at".
Wilfried’s on-going training activities include teaching various modules in TRANSITS
courses and being a lecturer (since 1997, initially “Diplom-Studien” and then Master
Courses) for various aspects of network technology (including logistics and resource
management, DNS, LAN technology, encryption and security) at the University of
Applied Sciences in Wiener Neustadt.
More recently Wilfried was (is) a member of ICANN’s NomCom2010 (for the ASO).
NomCom2010 agreed on the individuals to fill the various vacant slots during ICANN38
in Brussels.
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